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Time-resolved UV-visible spectroelectrochemistry using transparent

3D-mesoporous nanocrystalline ITO electrodesw
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Efficient and rapid adsorption of microperoxidase 11 within a

highly porous ITO thin film (200 nm) prepared by glancing angle

deposition was achieved. Adsorbed redox molecules were

reversibly and rapidly reduced throughout the 3D-conductive

matrix in ca. 50 ms, allowing the heterogeneous electron transfer

rate to be determined by derivative cyclic voltabsorptometry.

Because of their high surface area and unique electrical and

optical properties, transparent nanostructured metal oxide

films offer new opportunities to design biosensors as well as

to develop spectroelectrochemical methods for investigating

redox biomolecules immobilized within these matrices.1–3 The

latter has been well-illustrated by the study of direct electron

transfer between nanocrystalline SnO2 electrodes and redox

proteins absorbed on the metal oxide surface.4–7 In particular

it was found that cross-correlations between electrochemical

and optical data can be very useful in elucidating some

thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of these systems. However,

major drawbacks with these semiconductive nanoporous SnO2

films are poor pore accessibility6 and acceptable conductivities

limited to potentials o 0.2 V (vs. ECS).7 For more positive

potentials, the electrode Fermi level lies within the semi-

conductor bandgap, and the film is therefore insulating. In

order to overcome this limitation, we propose here to use

mesoporous conductive films of tin-doped indium oxide

(ITO), which with metal-like properties can accommodate a

much wider potential window, restricted only by the solvent

discharge. Another expected advantage is increased electronic

conduction that should lead to faster electron transport than

in semiconductor films and pave the way for developing a

time-resolved spectroelectrochemistry of adsorbed redox

proteins.

For such a purpose, the porous ITO film must satisfy the

following specifications: (i) a well-accessible mesoporosity to

achieve rapid incorporation of relatively large biomolecules,

(ii) a high specific surface area to adsorb the maximum

quantity of biomolecules and achieve a measurable optical

density and (iii) a high electrical conductivity to rapidly

convert adsorbed redox biomolecules electrochemically. The

last two are important insofar as they may determine the time

resolution of the method, which can be limited either by

insufficient signal-to-noise ratio in spectroscopy or by slow

electron transport kinetics within the mesoporous material.

The preparation of thin conductive films of doped metal

oxide with a controlled porosity and transparency has been

achieved only recently by two different strategies.8–11 One is

based on an hybrid organic–inorganic sol–gel process which

allows thin films of doped metal oxide to be produced with a

3D-mesoporosity.8,9 The main advantage of this method is the

ability to generate well-ordered nanoporous structures, but

restricted film thicknesses as well as porosity (maximal pore

size of B15–20 nm) have been observed. Mesoporous ITO

films obtained with this method were recently proposed for the

adsorption and spectroelectrochemical characterization of

cytochrome c.12 A second approach is vacuum-based glancing

angle deposition (GLAD), a single-step physical vapor-deposition

technique that leads to the formation of highly porous films

made of nanosized columnar structures.10,11 The main

advantage of this technique is that it allows the production

of mesoporous nanocrystalline films of ITO with easily

adjustable thickness, porosity, surface area, and shape.11

In the present work, we report the immobilization of

microperoxidase 11 (MP-11) within 200 nm thick nanocrystalline

GLAD ITO films grown on ITO coated glass slides, using an

oblique deposition angle of 751 (Fig. 1).11 MP-11 was selected

as an ideal one-electron redox protein because it (i) exhibits a

very intense absorption band around 400 nm (Soret band)

characteristic of the heme redox state (i.e., FeIII/FeII couple),

and (ii) has a small size to allow direct electron transfer and

high surface coverage to be achieved. MP-11 was adsorbed

within the thin film by soaking the electrode in 50 mM MP-11,

and after equilibration, the resulting electrode was investigated

by UV-visible spectroscopy in a protein-free HEPES buffer. A

clear and well-defined Soret band of adsorbed MP-11 was

observed at l = 405 nm (Fig. S1, ESIw), most likely indicative

of a low-spin hexacoordinated heme.13 From the plot of the

Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrograph of an ITO GLAD vertical post

film at a = 751, showing nanopost diameters of B50 nm and pores of

B30 nm.
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Soret band absorbance as a function of soaking time, a first-

order adsorption rate constant of kads = 0.18 min�1 was

determined, indicating that saturation of the electrode was

almost reached after 20 min of immersion. Desorption of a

saturated electrode in a protein-free buffer shows that

B20% of adsorbed MP-11 is rapidly desorbed, whereas the

remaining 80% is quite stable over a few hours. Assuming

that the extinction coefficient of the adsorbed peptide is

e405 E 105 M�1 cm�1, the surface concentration of MP-11 can

be estimated, and a value of G E 10�9 mol cm�2 was obtained

for the film free of poorly adsorbed MP-11. This value is

equivalent to 38-fold that which can be predicted geometrically

for a close-packed monolayer on a perfectly flat surface (i.e.

G = 2.6 � 10�11 mol cm�2, taking the size of each MP-11

molecule along the projection of terminal amine to be 6.2 nm2).14

This result is consistent with the specific surface area

enhancement of 200-fold per mm of film thickness (i.e., equivalent

to an enhancement of 40 for the 200 nm films used) that was

previously determined for ITO films deposited at an angle of

751.11

Spectroelectrochemical titration of the strongly adsorbed

MP-11 was realized in a home-made spectroelectrochemical

cell that was thoroughly bubbled with argon for 30 min prior

to experiments. Reduction of MP-11 was observed to be fully

reversible, with well-defined isosbestic points at 410, 447 and

509 nm (Fig. S2, ESIw) in the difference spectra. The resulting

titration curve was adjusted to the Nernst equation, and in the

best fit, a standard potential of E00 = �0.35 V vs. Ag/AgCl

was obtained for n = 0.4 electrons transferred. This value

of n is far from the value of 1 expected for the one-electron

FeIII/FeII couple. This low value for n can be attributed to the

distribution of MP-11 in various microenvironments and/or

orientations on the surface, as previously reported for

microperoxidase and other hemoproteins.15,16 The Nernst

curve was therefore fitted assuming a square distribution of

standard potentials and n = 1.16 The best fit gave an average

standard potential value E00,av of �0.35 V and a DE of 0.15 V

(Fig. S2, ESIw). The E00,av is close to that reported for the

molecule in homogeneous solution (E00 = �0.38 V).

In addition to the thermodynamic analysis, the time-

dependence of the redox changes (FeIII/FeII) following a series

of normal pulse potential steps was monitored at 420 nm. The

resulting chronoabsorptometric trace is shown in Fig. 2 for the

reductive scan (see Fig. S3, ESIw for the oxidative scan). An

integration time of 20 ms was selected for the diode array

detector to allow a sufficient absorbance signal-to-noise ratio,

and an ohmic drop compensation was applied during the

cyclic scan to minimize the time constant of the electro-

chemical cell. The reduction–reoxidation cycle of adsorbed

MP-11 could be performed hundreds of time without

significant loss of absorbance, indicating that the two redox

states are stable under redox cycling and that the MP-11 is

firmly anchored on the ITO surface, whatever its redox state.

Although difficult to discern in Fig. 2, it appears that the rate

of reduction is accelerated as the applied cathodic potential is

increased and reaches a maximum rate at a negative potential

of �0.6 V (i.e., at a favorable driving force of B250 mV).

Below this potential, the adsorbed MP-11 is fully reduced

according to a single exponential decay with a time constant of

30 ms (Fig. S4, ESIw), independent of the applied overpotential.

The same rate limit was obtained for the reoxidation of

MP-11. We attribute this limit to the time constant, RcellCdl,

of the electrochemical cell (where Rcell is the cell resistance and

Cdl the cell double layer capacitance). Considering that after

ohmic drop correction, Rcell remains a few ohms and that the

Cdl value extracted from cyclic voltammograms is B400 mF, a
cell time constant of about 10 ms can be estimated, which is

close to 30 ms found by chronoabsorptometry. From the

maximal variation of absorbance measured in the difference

spectra at 420 nm, a surface concentration of G = (8 � 1) �
10�10 mol cm�2 of electroactive MP-11 can be determined

using De420 = ered � eox = 42 000 M�1 cm�1.17 This value is in

fairly good agreement with the total quantity of native MP-11

that was initially adsorbed into the film (i.e., 10�9 mol cm�2),

indicating that nearly all of the adsorbed MP-11 molecules

are in direct electrical communication with the conductive

mesostructure of ITO.

In an attempt to learn more regarding electron transport

through the film, ITO electrodes loaded with MP-11 were

simultaneously scanned by cyclic voltammetry and UV-visible

spectroscopy. The resulting variation of absorbance as a

function of time, and therefore potential, was used to

plot cyclic voltabsorptograms (CVAs) and their respective

derivatives (DCVAs), which have greater selectivity and

freedom from capacitive current than cyclic voltammograms

(Fig. S5, ESIw).18 Two illustrating examples of CVAs and

DCVAs obtained at two scan rates (v) are given in Fig. 3. At

low scan rates, a well-defined symmetrical pair of redox

peaks, characteristic of the FeIII/FeII couple, is observed at

E00 = �0.35 V. An analysis of the cathodic and anodic peak

intensities in DCVAs as a function of v shows a linear

dependence up to a scan rate of 1 V s�1 (Fig. 3C), whereas

the magnitude of absorbance changes in CVAs remains

constant up to 5 V s�1 (Fig. 3A). All of these are character-

istics of a thin-layer redox process, where all molecules con-

tained within the film are rapidly converted to their oxidized or

reduced form in the time scale of the experiment. The kinetics

of electron transfer were investigated by measuring the peak

Fig. 2 Absorbance (K) of a mesoporous ITO electrode loaded with

MP-11 (GMP-11 = 8 � 10�10 mol cm�2) and monitored at l = 420 nm

during a series of normal pulse potential steps (black line) from 0.1 to

�0.315, �0.34, �0.415, �0.49, �0.6, �0.7, �0.8, �0.85 and �0.9 V vs.

Ag/AgCl. Integration time: 20 ms; 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.0.
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potential difference (DEP) between the anodic and cathodic

waves of DCVAs as a function of the scan rate (Fig. 3D).

Upon raising the scan rate, the increase of DEP at v > 1 V s�1

reflects the progressive kinetic control limited by the rate of

heterogeneous electron transfer from immobilized MP-11. The

data were thus fitted to the theoretical peak potential values

calculated from classical Butler–Volmer equations under

thin-layer conditions. From the best fit, a heterogeneous

electron transfer rate constant of k0 = 10 s�1 and charge

transfer coefficient of a = 0.4 were obtained.

The highest scan rate used in cyclic voltabsorptometry, i.e.

5 V s�1, is close to the time resolution of the method, which is

limited by the 30 ms cell time constant. Given this time limit,

one question that arises concerns the mode of electron

transport within the film. For a redox species immobilized

within a semiconductive or conductive film, there are three

different electron transport mechanisms: (i) by physical

diffusion to the underlying plain ITO electrode, (ii) by electron

hopping between redox centers, and (iii) by electron transport

through the conducting 3D-matrix. The characteristic time

constant of 30 ms indicates the upper limit of electron

transport that is accessible under our conditions. It is

equivalent to the time required for a molecule having an

apparent diffusion coefficient of 10�8 cm2 s�1 to diffuse

throughout the 200 nm thick film. On account of the strong

binding of MP-11 to ITO, such a value is too fast to be

dominated by simple electron transport by physical diffusion,

which normally should be more than 1000-fold slower.19 It is

also unlikely that it should result from fast electron hopping

between adsorbed MP-11 because we have observed no change

in the time constant after varying the concentration of MP-11

within the film (Fig. S4, ESIw). Therefore, the unique way to

reasonably explain the fast rate of absorbance changes is

through a rapid electron transport throughout the conductive

3D-structure of ITO, a process that is unfortunately currently

masked by the cell time constant.

In summary, we have demonstrated that mesoporous

nanocrystalline ITO thin films obtained by the glancing angle

deposition technique can be advantageously used as

3D-transparent electrodes for time-resolved UV-visible

spectroelectrochemistry of an adsorbed redox protein. The

accessible time resolution for kinetics studies is currently on

the order of a few tens of milliseconds, mainly limited by the

electrochemical cell time constant. Under these conditions, we

were able to determine a heterogeneous electron transfer rate

constant of 10 s�1. The methodology should thus provide a

powerful approach to monitor reaction kinetics of adsorbed

proteins or enzymes up to a temporal resolution of ca. 50 ms.

It is also noteworthy that the temporal resolution might be

improved significantly by reducing the cell time constant,

RcellCdl; an outcome that could be easily achieved by decreasing

the electrode size and, consequently, the electrode capacitance,

or by altering the ionic strength, nature of the electrolyte

counter ions, and/or buffer composition in such a way to

reduce both Rcell and Cdl. Work aimed at achieving this goal is

currently in progress.

Support for this work was provided by Micralyne, NSERC,

and Alberta Innovates: Technology Futures.
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Fig. 3 (A) CVAs and (B) DCVAs (expressed as flux density

normalized to v) of a mesoporous ITO electrode saturated with

MP-11, recorded at 420 nm and at (J) 0.2 and (’) 5 V s�1.

Integration time: 20 ms; 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.0. The arrow indicates

scan direction. Plots of (C) flux density and (D) peak potential of

DCVA as a function v. Lines: (C) linear fitting to the flux density and

(D) nonlinear fit obtained from simulation of the Butler–Volmer

equations and using a = 0.4 and k0 = 10 s�1.
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